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Abstract. Web robots have been widely used for various beneficial and
malicious activities. Web spambots are a type of web robot that spreads spam
content throughout the web by typically targeting Web 2.0 applications. They
are intelligently designed to replicate human behaviour in order to bypass
system checks. Spam content not only wastes valuable resources but can also
mislead users to unsolicited websites and award undeserved search engine
rankings to spammers’ campaign websites. While most of the research in antispam filtering focuses on the identification of spam content on the web, only a
few have investigated the origin of spam content, hence identification and
detection of web spambots still remains an open area of research. In this paper,
we describe an automated supervised machine learning solution which utilises
web navigation behaviour to detect web spambots. We propose a new feature
set (referred to as an action set) as a representation of user behaviour to
differentiate web spambots from human users. Our experimental results show
that our solution achieves a 96.24% accuracy in classifying web spambots.
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1 Introduction
Spammers do not only deploy their own spam webpages (known as Web spam) but
they spread spam content over Web 2.0 applications such as online communities,
wikis, social bookmarking, online discussion boards etc. [1]. Web 2.0 collaboration
platforms like online discussion forums, wikis, blogs, etc. are misused by spammers
to distribute spam content. This new spamming technique is called Spam 2.0 [1].
Examples of Spam 2.0 would include spammers posting promotional threads in online
discussion boards, manipulating wiki pages, creating fake and attractive user profiles
in online community websites etc [1].
According to live reports by [2], the amount of comment spam on the Web has
doubled within the past year. To date, spammers exploit new tools and techniques to
achieve their purposes. An example of such a tool is a Web spambot (simply

spambot1), which is a type of web robot designed to spread spam content on behalf of
spammers [3]. Spambots are able to crawl the web, create user accounts and
contribute in collaboration platforms by spreading spam content [4]. Spambots do not
only waste useful resources but also put the legitimate website in danger of being
blacklisted, hence identifying and detecting spambots still remain to be an open area
of research..
Current countermeasures which solely focus on detection and prevention of spam
content are not suitable enough to be used in a Web 2.0 environment [1]. For
example, most of the content-based methods in email spam [5] or web spam
techniques such as link-based detection [6], Trustrank [7], etc are not applicable in
Web 2.0 environments since Unlike web spam, Spam 2.0 content involves spammers
contributing into legitimate website [1] .
In this paper, we present a novel method to detect spambots inside Web 2.0
platforms (Spam 2.0) based on web usage navigation behaviour. The main
contributions of this paper are to:
 Present a framework to detect spambots by analysing web usage data and
evaluate its feasibility in combating the distribution of Spam 2.0.
 Propose an action set as a new feature set for spambot detection.
 Evaluate the performance of our proposed framework with real world data.
We make use of web usage navigation behaviour to build up our feature set and
train our Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Our preliminary results show that
our framework is capable of detecting spambot with 96.24% accuracy.
The rest of paper is structured as follow.
 Section 2 gives an overview of the problems in spambot detection along with
the problem definition.
 Section 3 presents our proposed framework for spambot detection.
 Data preparation and our experimental results are discussed in Section 4.
 We conclude the paper in Section 5 along with our future works.

2 Problem
Spambots mimic human behaviour in order to spread spam content. To hinder
spambots activities, most websites adopt Completely Automated Public Turing test to
tell Computers and Human Apart (CAPTCHA) which is a popular challenge-response
technique to differentiate web robots from humans [8]. However, CAPTCHA is not a
suitable solution for stopping spambots and it inconveniences human users. Existing
research shows that by making use of machine learning algorithm even CAPTCHA
based techniques can be deciphered by programming code [9-11]. Other filtering
techniques are content based i.e. focusing on spam content classification rather than
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It should be noted that Web spambots are different from spambots which are designed to
harvest email address from webpages. For the sake of simplicity here we refer to web
spambot as spambot.

spambot detection [1, 3]. The formal definition of the spambot detection problem is
discussed in following section.
2.1 Problem Definition
The problem of spambot detection is a binary classification problem that is similar to
the spam classification problem described in [12]. Suppose

D  {u1 , u 2 ,..., u|U | }

(1)

where,
D is a dataset of users visiting a website
ui is the i th user

C  {ch , cs }

(2)

 (ui , c j ) : D  C  {0,1}

(3)

where,
C refers overall set of users
ch refers to human user class

cs refers to spambot user class
Then the decision function is

 (ui , c j )

is a binary classification function, where

1 u i  c s
0 otherwise

 (ui , c j )  

(4)

In spambot detection each u i belongs to one and only one class so, the classification
function can be simplified as

 (ui ) spam : D  {0,1} .

3 Proposed Solution

3.1 Solution Overview
While most of the research in anti-spam filtering has a focused on identification of
spam content on the web, only a few have investigated the source of the spam
problem [1, 4, 13-15]. One way of identifying the source of spam is to study spambot

behaviour. In this paper our fundamental assumption is that spambot behaviour is
intrinsically different from those of humans. In order to test this assumption, we make
use of web usage data from both spambots and humans. Web usage data contains
information regarding the way web users navigate websites and can be implicitly
collected while a user browses the website. However, it is necessary to convert web
usage data in a format that
 is discriminative and reliable feature set that differentiates spambot behaviour
from humans
 can be extended to other platforms of Web 2.0 applications such as wikis,
blogs, online communities etc.
Hence, we propose a new feature set called an action set to formulate web usage
data. We define an Action as a set of user requested webpages to achieve a certain
goal. For example, in an online forum, a user navigates to a specific board then goes
to the New Thread page to start a new topic. This user navigation can be formulated
as submit new content action. Table 1 presents some example of actions for different
Web 2.0 platforms. We provide a formal description of action set in Section 3.2. Our
results show that the use of action sets is an effective representation of user behaviour
and can be successfully used to classify spambot and human users.
Table 1. Examples of user actions in Web 2.0 platforms including Online Discussion Boards
(i.e. Forums), Blogs, Wikis, Online Communities
Platform

Action

Online Discussion Boards Post a topic, Reply to a topic, Contact other users, etc.
Read posts, Read others comment, Post a comment, etc.
Blogs (comment)
Wikis
Online Communities

Start new topic, Edit topic, Search, etc.
Adding new friend, Sending message, Writing comments, etc.

3.2 Framework
Our proposed framework consists of 3 main modules – Tracker, Extractor, and
Classifier as shown in Figure 1.

Classifier Result

Incoming Traffic

Fig. 1. Architecture of Proposed Framework

Incoming Traffic
Represents a new user who enters the system via a web interface like the index page
of a discussion board.
Tracker
This is the entry module for all incoming traffic and tracks IP addresses, Usernames,
Session Details, and Requested Webpages. It starts by reading HTTP Request headers
and extracts each of above attributes. A unique session is assigned for individual
browsing session, so it is possible to track the navigation on each occasion when the
user visits the website. The tracker module stores the gathered data along with
corresponding username for each record.
Extractor
This is the second module of the proposed framework and involves two main
activities which are transaction identification and action extraction.
Transaction Identification
Transaction identification involves creating a meaningful group of user requests [16].
In our framework, we group user requests based on three levels of abstraction. These
levels range from the highest to the lowest level of abstraction (Fig. 2). At the highest
level of abstraction, we have IP address, followed by user and at the lowest level of
abstraction we have session.
The IP address which is at the highest level can contain more than one user.
Inherently, at the user level, each user group can contain more than one session. The
session level is the lowest level of abstraction and it contains information about user
navigation data for each website visit. The user level of abstraction defines the total

active time in a website spent by a user. The IP level can illustrate the behaviour of a
specific host during the total amount of time that a host is connected to the website.
1
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Fig. 2. Levels of Web Usage Data Abstraction

In our proposed solution we chose the session abstraction level for the following
reasons:
 session level can be built and analysed quickly while other levels need more
tracking time to get a complete view of user behaviour.
 session level provides more in-depth information about user behaviour when
compared with the other levels of abstraction.
Hence we define a transaction as a set of webpages that a user requests in each
browsing session.
Action Extraction
Action extraction is the next activity in the Extractor module. Given a set of webpages
W  {w1 , w2 ,..., w W } A is defined as a set of Actions, such that

A  {ai ai  W }  {{wl ,..., wk }} 1  l , k  W

(4)

Respectively si is defined as

si  {a j } 1  i  U ; 1  j  A

(5)

si refers to a set of actions performed by user i .
Classifier
Classifier module is the third module in the proposed framework and involves two
main activities, which are feature measurement and spambot classification.
Feature Measurement
Our framework extracts and measures features to build an input vector for spambot
classification. In order to build the input vector, we consider each action ( ai ) as a
feature in our system. Suppose, there are n different actions, we represent input


vector, si , as a bit vector (Eq. 6.)



si  {a1i , a2i ,..., ani }

(6)

where,

1 a j  si
a ij  
0 otherwise

(7)

Spambot Classification
In order to perform spambot classification, we used SVM on our extracted and
measured features. SVM is selected as it has solid theoretical foundation, can handle
high dimensional data better than most classifiers, supports non-linearity and can
perform classification more accurately than other classifiers in applications involving
relatively high dimensional data as in our experiment [17]. We utilise popular SVM
tool known as LibSVM [18] for our spambot classification experiment.
Classifier Result
The result of the SVM classifier is the classification of user sessions into two classes
i.e. spambots or humans.
The following section provides a detailed view of our algorithm along with the
pseudo code.
3.3 Algorithm
Table 2 provides steps of our proposed framework for spambot classification. Our
algorithm starts with a loop for each session, ti . For each requested webpage in ti , if
the webpage is associated to a particular action, our algorithm looks for the next
requested webpage in the session. If a group of webpages forms an action, a  , the
system adds a  to the set of action performed by user k . Next, for each set of actions
, sk , the framework uses the classifier to mark the session as a spambot or human
session and classifies the corresponding user k who made sk as a spambot or human
user.

Table2. Proposed method algorithm
1.

Let T refer to the set of sessions.

2.

for each

ti  T do

3.

create new action

4.

for each

5.

if

a .

w j  ti do

w j  a then
w j to a  .
if a   A then
add a  to sk .
remove all w j in a  from ti .

6.

add

7.
8.
9.
10.

if

11.
12.

else

13.

t i . length  0 then
create new action a  .

continue to new

wi .

14.
end.
15. end.

si do
if  ( sk ) spam  1 then

16. for each
17.
18.
19.

mark

si as spambot session and i as spambot user.

else

20.

mark

si as human session and i as human user.

21. end.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Data Preparation
Two major tasks in web data mining are sessionsiation and user identification from
web server logs [21]. However we do not need to conduct these tasks as we track
human and spambot navigation directly through the forum for each user account and
for each of their sessions.
The spambot data used for our experiment is collected from our previous work [3]
over a period of 60 days. Additionally, we host an online discussion forum for a
human community that is under human moderation. We removed forum specific data
such as the domain name, web server IP address, etc from both datasets. We grouped

user navigation records based on sessions and extracted a set of actions from each
dataset along with user accounts. We merge both datasets into a single dataset which
contains the username and set of actions that belong to the particular user. We split
the dataset into a training set (2/3) and a test set (1/3). Table 3 present a summery of
our dataset (Table 4).
Table4. Summery of collected data
Data
# of human records
# of spambot records
# of total sessions
# of actions

Frequency
5555
11039
4227 (training: 2818, test: 1409)
34

As shown Table 5, there are 34 action navigations (34 columns) used as 34 feature
and 2818 session (2818 rows) to train the SVM classifier.
Table5. Training data format uses in the SVM classifier

a1

a2

…

a34

1

0

…

1

t1
t2

0

0

…

1

…

…

…

…

…

t 2818

0

1

…

0

4.2 Performance Measurement
We used Matthew Correlation Coefficient (MCC) method to measure the performance
of our proposed framework [19]. MCC is one of the best performance measurement
methods of binary classifications especially when the data among two classes of data
are not balanced [20]. It considers true and false positives and returns a value between
-1 and +1. If the return value is closer to +1 the classification result is better and the
decision can be considered to have greater certainty. However, if the result value is
close to 0 it shows the output of the framework is similar to random prediction. A
result value closer to -1 shows a strong inverse ability of the classifier. MCC is
defined as follows;

MCC 

TP  TN  FP  FN
(TP  FP)(TP  FN )(TN  FP)(TN  FN )

(8)

In Eq. 8, TP is number of true positives, TN is number of true negatives, FP is number
of false positives and FN in number of false negatives.

4.3 Results
We run our experiment on 5 randomly split training and test datasets. For each dataset
we measure the accuracy and MCC value. The average accuracy 95.55% was
achieved which is range from 95.03% on dataset 4 to 96.24% on dataset 2 as shown in
Table6.
Table6. Experiment result on 5 random datasets
Accuracy

MCC

Dataset 1

95.67%

0.780

Dataset 2

96.24%

0.801

Dataset 3

95.24%

0.751

Dataset 4

95.03%

0.757

Dataset 5

95.60%

0.809

Figure 3 shows a comparison among the number of true negatives (correctly
detected spambots), true positives (correctly detected humans), false negatives
(spambots classified as humans) and false positives (humans classified as spambots)
in each dataset. Although the highest accuracy was achieved by dataset 2, its MCC
value is slightly lower than the MCC value corresponding to dataset 5. The reason is
the number of false positives in dataset 5 is a quarter of those of dataset 2 as shown in
Figure 2b.
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Fig. 2. (a) Left x Axis, True Negatives (TN), Right x Axis, True Positives (TP). (b) Left x
Axis, False Megatives (FN) and Right x Axis, False Positives (FP)
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Fig. 3. Frequency of Humans and Spambots. Left x Axis, Humans, Right x Axis, Spambots. Y
Axis Represents Actions.

Figure 3 illustrates action frequencies of spambots and humans. A closer look at
Figure 3 reveals that spambots are more active in action 5 and 6. These actions belong
to posting new thread in online discussion forums. On the other hand humans are
more active in actions 3 and 4 which belong to read forums topics.

5 Related Work
The identification of web robots has been of interest to the research community as
robot navigation on websites add noise and interferes with web usage mining of
human navigation. Tan et al. [22] presented a framework to detect search engine
crawlers that are camouflaged and previously unseen web robots. In their proposed
framework, they use navigation patterns such as the session length, depth and width
of webpage coverage and request methods. Park et al. [23] proposed a malicious web
robot detection method based on the request type in HTTP headers along with mouse
movement. However the focuses of these studies were not on spambot detection.
In the area of email spambots, Göbel et al. [24] introduced a proactive approach to
monitor current spam messages inside botnets. They interact with email spambot
controllers to collect latest email spam messages and generate templates and employ
them inside spam filtering techniques.
In the web spam domain, Yu [25] and Liu [26] proposed a framework based on
user web access data to classify spam and legitimate webpages. Their framework is
based on the assumption that user navigation behaviour on spam webpages is
different from legitimate webpages. However, from our study we show that one

cannot assume that navigation behaviour being evaluated is from a human user but
could also be from a spambot.

6 Conclusion and Future Works
While most of the research in the anti-spam filtering concentrates on the identification
of spam content, we understand that the work we have proposed in this research is
innovative by focusing on spambot identification to manage spam rather than
analysing spam content. The importance of this approach (i.e. detecting spambots
rather than spam content) is that it is a completely new approach to identify spam
content and can be extended to other Web 2.0 platforms rather than only forums.
We proposed a novel framework to detect spambots inside Web 2.0 applications,
which lead us to Spam 2.0 detection. We proposed a new feature set i.e. action
navigations, to detect spambots. We validated our framework against an online forum
and achieved 96.24% accuracy using the MCC method. In the future we will extend
this work on a much larger dataset and improve our feature selection process.
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